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1. About This White Paper 

Vectorworks Landmark is one of the most popular Computer-Aided Design (CAD ) software 
applications for landscape designers worldwide. However, Vectorworks is more than just a CAD 
program. Many designers who deal with geographical data in their daily work use Vectorworks  
to handle projects that would otherwise require specialized Geographic information System  
(GIS) programs. 

This white paper is geared towards: 

•	Individuals	involved	in	urban	and	regional	planning;	

•	Individuals	who	create	or	use	large	scale	plans	(general	development	plans,	zoning	plans	/	
landscape plans, land development plans, open space plans, urban framework plans, environmental 
assessment	and	planning,	thematic	maps);

•	Landscape	architects;	Landscape	designers;	and	

•	Municipalities,	public	authorities,	municipal	facilities,	or	utility	companies.	

This white paper highlights the GIS functionality of Vectorworks Landmark and describes important 
steps for preparing and processing geographical data. CAD functionality, and the particular strengths 
of Vectorworks as a CAD program, are not covered. 

This white paper was created in collaboration with Joost Godts Consultancy. The majority of the 
images and descriptions were taken from a project involving a zoning plan with an integrated 
landscape plan for the Fremdingen Municipality (Donau-Ries administrative district, Bavaria). 

2. Importing Geographical Data into Vectorworks Landmark 

2.1 General  
This section describes various options for importing geographical data into Vectorworks and opti-
mizing the data. Vectorworks Landmark has the capability to interface with common CAD and GIS 
programs. With the aid of the import options, it is possible to merge vector data, image data, and the 
relevant technical data. The geographical data import options most relevant to this paper are  
the	“Import	Shapefile,”	“Import	DXF/DWG,”	*,	and	“Import	Image”	functions.	

We recommend clarifying various issues with the customer at the beginning of the project and 
stipulating any requirements, if need be, contractually, e.g. “Who delivers what data when?” or  
“What	data/file	formats	does	the	planner	have	to	deliver	to	the	customer?	“		

 

*	This	paper	does	not	cover	DXF/DWG	import	in	detail,	since	it	is	not	a	GIS-specific	Vectorworks	function.	

IMPORT																		Processing	of	Geographic	Data																		EXPORT
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2.2 Import Shapefile  
The	Shapefile	file	format	(often	referred	to	as	shape	data	or	shapes)	is	a	format	for	representing	 
geographical data that was originally developed by the Environmental Systems Research Institute 
(ESRI) for ArcView, and is the current standard for exchanging data in the desktop GIS environment. 

Vectorworks	analyzes	the	shapefile	during	import.	If	the	shapefile	defines	a	particular	projection,	this	
is suggested for the import. 

If	a	folder	contains	files	in	the	SHP,	SHX,	and	DBF	formats,	these	are	taken	into	account	during	the	
import.	If	the	right	scale	is	selected	during	import,	the	Vectorworks	file	contains	graphic	elements	with	
linked database entries after import. The appearance of polygons and other 2D objects, as well as 
symbols,	can	be	specified	based	on	the	information	in	a	provided	legend	file,	so	that	the	objects	are	
assigned	to	a	class	and	automatically	receive	a	fill	color.	

 

 

We	recommend	requesting	a	PDF	file	along	with	the	provided	shapefiles	so	that	the	objects’	fill	colors	
can match the original representation, or the corresponding symbols can be selected in Vectorworks.

 

2.3 Import Image 

Supplementing vector data with raster data  
is a very common application when working  
with geographical data. For instance, a common 
use of images is the importing of aerial images  
or orthophotos. 

Images can be integrated in a Vectorworks  
file	by	several	means,	including	Copy/Paste,	 
the “Import Image” command, or when used  
as	2D	image	texture	or	defined	as	reference	
(referenced through the “Import Image”  
command	or	from	another	Vectorworks	file).	
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Importing Images with Associated World Files (TFW) 

The	TIF	World	file	(TFW	file)	is	an	ASCII	file	format	which	was	developed	by	ESRI	for	use	with	ARC/
INFO™.	The	TFW	file	defines	the	georeferenced	data	of	the	TIF	image:	insertion	coordinates,	scale	
factor, and rotation. 

If	a	TIF	image	file	is	imported	with	the	
“Import Image” command, Vectorworks 
automatically takes into account the values 
from	an	associated	TFW	file,	if	such	a	file	
exists;	the	image	is	automatically	inserted	
at the correct size and at the correct 
coordinates. For this to occur, the World 
file	must	be	located	in	the	same	folder	as	
the corresponding image. In addition, the 
name	of	both	files	must	be	identical,	and	
the	image	and	World	file	types	must	match	
(BMP/BPW,	JPEG/JGW,	PNG/PGW,	TIF/	
TFW,	GIF/GFW,	PSD,	PDW,	PDF/PFW).	

3. Processing Geographical Data with Vectorworks 

Vectorworks	Landmark	features	an	extensive	variety	of	functions	for	processing	and	defining	
geographical data. Vectorworks Landmark is distinguished by the ability to create quick designs 
thanks to sophisticated drawing and extraordinary graphics functionality, as well as simple  
placement of text annotations and the ability to incorporate GIS information. 

Drawing and Graphics Features  

Vectorworks’	sophisticated	drawing	functions	enable	the	user	to	quickly	create	basic	geometry	,	such	
as process and create area elements with polygons, polylines, and NURBS tools. The wide variety 
of	drawing	and	fill	functions	(color	palette,	transparency	of	colors	and	images,	fill	patterns,	etc.)	can	
be	assigned	to	individual	objects	or	to	an	object	group	by	setting	colors	and	fills	as	class	attributes.	
By doing so, it is possible to create 
thematic maps by assigning areas to 
a class, since the class attributes are 
automatically assigned to themes. 
The corresponding classes may be 
displayed or hidden depending on  
the theme. 

In addition, it is simple to modify and 
further process the geometry with the 
aid of special functions like parallel 
lines and property lines.
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 Annotation of GIS Information  
Geographical data can be labeled individually or automatically with the aid of various annotation  
functions, and the annotations can be linked to a database. The position of the annotation within  
the objects can be adjusted later. 
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4. Exporting Geographical Data from Vectorworks 

4.1 General  
Geographical data from Vectorworks can be exported and published by several methods. This section 
describes the most common exchange options: “Export Shape,” “Export Image,” and “Export PDF.” 

Prior to transferring the data, it is important to ask the customer what the geographical data will be 
used	for,	and	what	type	of	data	he/she	expects:	

•	Vector	data	with	database	information:	Export	Shapefile.	In	this	situation,	pay	particular	 
attention to the fact that, after export, the data  representation may not appear exactly as  
it does in Vectorworks. 

•	Graphically	exact	representation:	Export	Image	or	Export	PDF.	Official	plans	cannot	be	further	
manipulated or altered. By using either of these export options, the planner can provide the 
customer	with	a	plan	that	fulfills	this	requirement.	Initial	designs	are	often	released	for	use	 
as the basis for further planning, and their integrity must be assured. 

•	Plans	with	layers	that	can	be	enabled	and	disabled:	Export	PDF.	The	Export	PDF	function	is	ideal	 
if you have customers who need to display or hide plan contents or variations independently. 

 

 

“Technical data associated with an area
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4.2 Export Shapefile  
The	“Export	Shapefile”	command	transfers	vector	informa-
tion along with database entries, since this format requires 
additional data- base information. 

Vectorworks	Landmark’s	Shapefile	export	includes	several	
parameters.	During	export,	multiple	files	with	the	same	name	
are	generated	with	the	file	formats	SHP,	SHX,	and	DBF.	

Since	shapefiles	can	only	contain	a	single	object	per	file,	it	is	
necessary to make sure that only one object type is selected 
at export. If several object types are selected, Vectorworks 
automatically	creates	multiple	shapefiles	during	export.	

4.3 Export TIFF Image  
The “Export Image File” com-
mand allows, among other 
things, the export of either an 
entire drawing or only portions of 
it. In addition, Vectorworks offers 
many export parameters. 

If plans (landscape plans, zoning 
plans, open space plans, land 
development plans) must be 
exported as a georeferenced 
image in World File format 
(TFW), the current version 
of Vectorworks can precisely 
define	the	desired	section	to	
manually create the World File. 
Currently, Vectorworks cannot 
automatically	create	a	TFW	file.	
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4.4 Export PDF (with Layers)  
The “Export PDF” interface is usually 
the most common method for exporting 
geographical data for municipalities 
that do not have any GIS software. The 
most important application for munici-
palities is the publication and use of 
plans as a basis for further planning. 

Official	plans	are	not	permitted	to	
be further manipulated or otherwise 
altered. An advantage of using PDF 
is that the planner can provide the 
customer	with	a	plan	that	satisfies	these	
requirements. Another advantage with 
PDF	files	is	that	the	municipality	retains	
possession of plan documents, and it 
can enable or disable plan contents, 
view variations or notes independently, 
and print or publish  
the different sections. 
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Example plans:  
Thematic maps for MELAP residential building register by Joost Godts Consultancy  
With	Vectorworks,	it	is	possible	to	complete	new	tasks	flexibly	and	individually.	Below,	you	will	find	
some plans from the MELAP - Modellprojekt zur Eindämmung des Landschaftsverbrauchs durch 
Aktivierung des innerörtlichen Potenzials (Model Project on Stopping Landscape Consumption by 
Activating the Housing Potential of Core Areas in Existing Settlements). These same plans contain  
a wide variety of data, such as number of inhabitants per building, age, road conditions, animal 
species and populations, building use type, conditions, etc. 
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5. 3D-GIS 

Vectorworks, with both 2D and 3D features, can create a wide variety of 3D geometry and process 
3D geographical data. It is often necessary to represent both 3D objects (3D town planning model) 
and represent 3D technical data in 2D form (gradient map). 

In these situations, the ability of Vectorworks to represent 3D digital terrain models, as well as export 
models for use in Google Earth™, should be mentioned. 
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6. Conclusion 

Thanks to its variety of GIS functions, Vectorworks Landmark is widely used to evaluate, analyze, 
present, visualize, and manage geographical data. The GIS functions, which were covered in this 
white paper, include the integrated database, commands for importing and exporting geographical 
data	(shapefile,	import/export	of	data	with	additional	parameters,	georeferenced	images,	PDF),	as	
well as data processing and annotation functions. 

By including this wide variety of GIS functionality, Vectorworks Landmark has become an attractive 
solution for GIS applications and for processing of geographical data. Based on its functional scope, 
it is especially geared towards landscape designers, urban and regional planners, as well as anyone 
else who has to create or use large-scale plans. 

Anyone who is already familiar with Vectorworks Landmark as a CAD application can easily use  
the program for processing and managing geographical data. 

If you are already processing digital geographical data and have any suggestions or comments  
to make with regard to this white paper, please do not hesitate to send us your feedback at  
GIS@vectorworks.net
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7. Glossary 

ALB (Automatisches Liegenschaftsbuch)  
Automated Property Register. The ALB contains descriptive data relating to cadastral units (local 
subdistrict, owner, etc.). The ALB document forms, with the “ALK,” the core of the land survey  
register of surveying authorities in Germany. 

ALK (Automatisierte Liegenschaftskarte)  
The automated land register map (ALK) is a digital, graphical representation of the land survey reg-
ister.	It	represents	the	official	map	of	the	Land	Registration	Code	and	is	available	in	scales	between	
1:500 and 1:2000. 

CAD-GIS  
GIS application based on a CAD application. 

EDBS  
Defined	data	exchange	format	specifically	for	basic	geometric	data	such	as	“ALK”	data,	that	are	
recognized as semi-standard in many Bundesländer or federal states of Germany. 

Geographical data  
Spatial data which include information that can be referenced directly or indirectly from a position 
within	an	area.	The	area	is	defined	by	a	coordinate	system	that	establishes	its	relationship	to	the	
earth’s	surface.	

Geoinformation  
Information about objects and conditions that contains spatial relationship data. 

Geographical data  
Computerized geographical information (umbrella term for both basic and specialized  
geographical data.) 

Basic Geographical data (GBD)  
Official	basic	geographical	data	which	describe	the	landscape	(topography),	property	lines,	and	 
buildings in a uniform geodesic reference system independent of application. Basic geographical  
data are collected, maintained, and provided by the surveying authorities of the Länder or federal 
states of Germany. These data serve as the basis for specialized geographical data. 

Specialized Geographical data (GFD) 

Thematic data with a geographical reference, which may be provided both directly by way of 
geographical coordinates and indirectly by way of postal code, district, or administrative unit. 
Specialized geographical data are maintained in the administrative departments of Länder  
(federal	states)	and	federal	government	due	to	special	laws	regarding	official	statistics,	land,	 
and nature conservation. 

Geoinformation System (GIS)  
A geographical information system with functions for storing, maintaining, manipulating, managing, 
and analyzing geographical data as well as cartographic representation of spatial information. 

Direct Spatial Relationship (Georeferencing)  
Assignment	of	a	location	on	the	earth’s	surface	by	way	of	coordinates	in	a	uniform	reference	system	
(for instance, geographical coordinates or UTM coordinates in ETRF 89). By contrast, Indirect Spatial 
Relationship	Assignment	to	a	location	on	the	earth’s	surface	is	by	way	of	data	such	as	address,	
district, or administrative region. 
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7. Glossary (con’t)

Geographic Information System (GIS)  
Designates a system, which includes hardware, software, and processes, to capture, store, reorga-
nize, analyze, share, and display geographic information (technical data, geometric data) to handle 
complex planning and management tasks. It combines a database and useful methods for processing 
and presenting these data. 

Orthophoto  
An	orthophoto	is	a	distortion-free	and	true-to-scale	representation	of	the	earth’s	surface.	Aerial	
images are recalculated using optical projection methods or based on digital terrain models and 
georeferenced to points with known coordinates. 

Orthophotos are offered as georeferenced digital orthophotos (DOP). DOP are suited, among other 
things, as map backgrounds for geoinformation systems (GIS). 

Shapefile  
The	Shapefile	file	format	(commonly	referred	to	as	shape	data	or	shapes)	is	a	format	for	geographical 
data that was originally developed by ESRI for ArcView and currently represents the standard for 
exchanging	data	in	the	desktop	GIS	environment.	A	shapefile	is	not	a	stand-alone	file.	These	files	 
are currently supported by Vectorworks: 

•	.shp:	Storage	of	geometric	data	

•	.shx:	Index	of	geometry	for	linking	the	technical	data	

•	.dbf:	Technical	data	(=attributes	in	dBASE	format)	

Optional	files:	

•	.atx:	Attribute	index	

•	.sbx	and	.sbn:	Spatial	index	of	features	(Joins)	

•	.aih	and	.ain:	Attribute	index	for	fields	in	a	table	(Links)	

•	.shp.xml:	Metadata	for	the	shapefile	

•	.prj:	Projection	of	data	
 
A	shapefile	that	consists	of	the	files	*.shp	/	*.shx	/	*.dbf	may	only	include	elements	of	one	type,	 
e.g. points, lines, areas (polygons), or multi-points. 

TFW  
The	TIF	world	file	(TFW	file)	is	commonly	used	for	defining	the	position	of	an	image.	It	is	in	ASCII	
file	format,	which	was	developed	by	the	company	ESRI	for	use	with	ARC/INFO™.	“World	files”	are	
provided	by	many	land	surveying	offices	in	addition	to	digital	aerial	images.	This	file	makes	it	possible	
to correctly position an image directly without additional entries in the drawing. The georeference 
information (scale factor, rotation, and insertion coordinates) of the TIF image is transferred within  
the	TFW	file	.	Example	of	the	contents	of	a	world	file:	

0.127000  
0.000000  
0.000000 
-0.127000  
4390209.103587  
5422193.056762 


